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1. Rifle

2. Sten

3. Pistol

4.6 8xp1os1ves

5, Grenades

6. Bran

7, Lectures

8. Silent Killing

9. Map Reading

10. Schemes

10
sA,
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11
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1, Sandling practice,
2. .22 shooting.
3. .22 shooting*
4. Range practice.
5.

It	 tt

6.
7. .22 practice.
8. Care and cleaning in the field.
9. Range. practice and introduction_ to telescopic sights,
10.

ft I

Total periods 10.

ST414» 

1. Introduction. Lc ding and unloading.
2. Firing positions.
3. Firing practice. Slow; single shots.
4. Firing practice. Rapid; single and double shots.
5. Maintenance and cleaning in the field.
6. Range practice. Moving targets,
7. Range practice.
8. Advanced handling. Stoppages.
9. (As before).

Total periods 9

1. Introduction, Instinctive shooting*
•	 andling. Loading, unloading. Safety precautions.

3. Firing slow, tringL shots.
4. Rapid single nd double shots.
5	 Range practice.
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9*
10.
11.
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6. Range practice.
7.
8.

f t

0.tt
10.

r4

11. Advanood han 	 a134 toppagas on ran

Tdal periods 11

4;9 0P' 14Ws.

Introduotion and raeognitiou of stare/.
2. Detonators, primers, detonating fuses * Satsty

rireauti en**

If

,a) quantiti•s to us•.
b) Praetioe in plaeing thartgels,
0) Cutting offaOta (demonstration and actioa).

Preparing stores. Placing and firing ehargas.
Mines.o
Made-up charges. Placing and firing.

S	 114	 It	 s	 s	 0
911	 S	 / It	 *	 s	 *

Minos, Operation laying.
Booby traps.

Total

1.

1. Istroduations
2. Priming end t

on	 es, msehanisms and uses.
11.

Total	 ode 2

1. Xntroduet
2. 21*ntri handling.
3 * 	 Ad•onood

Total p

PoIR4AP 
1	 lint aid.

alitaktialtals.
1. Introduetion and Demonstrations follomod by pr
2. Advanced demonstration, roll°	 by practise.

Total periods 2

•	 I' •	 1	 45,

1#	 Introduction. Setting the map. Taking bearings:
determinating paitions on sap and ground: measur-
ing distances with references to map scale.

Total periods

Total periods 1

It I Tdml periods 2.
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0830 - 1000	 1030 - 1130
	

1130 1230
	 1700 - 845

BMA 2	 MAP R

	

Mon 8th	 WEAPON TUG.

	

August	 (Introduction,
first* princip-
les)

Tu. 9th	 STSM 1
	

SKPL0SIV30 1	 IMPLOSIVSS 2 PISTOL 1

Wed 10th ROUTS MARCH (in operational kit, with °wipe
March in teams)

11th =MX 4	 um 5	 Rim 6
(Rifle range practice end firing Sven),

81 2

Sun. 14th

7r°	 "ft

11;
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01 30 - 1000 1030 - 1130 1130 - 1230 1700 ws, 1845

Mm 1,til
Auguet

STAN 4 •MPL081VA8 I calasxvits 4 sills 5

Tue 16th PI MTL03IT168 5 liDa'LOSIVIS 6 SUM 6

Wed 17th PI 111XP	 SIM" 9 7 VCF1.08XY38 8 =MX 7

Thu 18th STAN 7 CARE OF ARIZ HINTZ 8 WAN 1

In	 19th rum, 6 .BR	 2 MIN 8 PISTOL 7

Sat 20th P	 L 8 ICCPLOSIVILS 9 I:M.081M Id
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1. What to do on landing.

2. Positions to be token up.

3. What to do on first contact with cals.

4. Method to S. followed in moving from plaoe to plaoe*

	

•	 Method of collecting and transmitting information: distinction
between information seen with own eyes and information heard.
Need for obtaining oonfirmation of latter.

	

6	 propaganda: initially transmission of Allied Radio only.

7.	 Military informations

Security: "how to keep sec:rots*,

9. Method of oontacting and addreasing looala,

10. Contacting bands in the mountains.

11. Objectives and intentions of bands

12. /brain of civilian population.

13. Aspirations of civilian popula

14. rood and sanitary situation.

15. Condition of Communist Party.

16. Leading party personalities*
17. Relinbility of Party members.

18. Disoontentsd elsmento in Communist ?arty.

19. Method:3 of espionage employed by Communist Party

20. Poreigners in Albania (Russians, Czechs, Rumanians eta.).

21. Numbers of foreign officers and technicians*

22. Ames and loontions of foreign peraonalities.
23. Locations and strength of military units (ara.aent,. quipaeat.t

rations sanitation, morale).

24. Depots and dumps - type of wea	 and oquipment rations.

25. Number of guards on depots.

26. Transport.

27. Location, strength and equipment of permanent and tempora
frontier posts including *oast-guards

28	 Artillery and aviation on frontier and coast.



SEC 4T

29. Name, rank and piece of birth of senior °Mo•rs*

30. Polio*. Location, strength, equipment and morals.

31. Gendarmerie as for Police). Loyalty to mime.

32. Special Gendarmerie for use against guerrilla bands.
and *quipment; loyalty to MIAs'

33. Hidden arms ceche,.

34. Forbiddio•areas; extent of; dominants required for *uterine

35. Documentetion: what 400uaente would be necessary or useful
for future partite*.

36. Seeurity *hooks; are they to be ezp*Oted outside the main town
or off the XMia roads.

370 Bribery* if in a tough spots
do anything.

38	 How to dispo** of compromising gear and doeuments if in a
•tight *Pot.

bribe Comma t otftoialsto

SECRET



AxeB/6. 94t.

INA 1. To exercise two	 rational parties in landing
at an unreconnoi red pinpoint.
To teat R/T training and to pruottee two wireless
teems in making contact and passing traffics.
To give practice in wording under field condition*,

4. To shake down the two operational parties.
1. To exercise the L.V.a 	 captain and crow.
6. To rehearse the embarkation of parties frau

'MINA BAY.

The political situation in the MALTA group of
islands has deteriorated and a Communiet puppet
government has been established in 0020.

The democratic government of MALTA still remains
in power but a considerable fifth column is believed
to exist.

In COMINO the entire population has risen in
support of the Coammuist regime in GM. The Governor
end the Iowa garrison have been seined, disowned end
murdered, and all resistance has been creaked.

It is believed that all the surviving population
of MIND is now enthusiaatioally Communist,

It is essential that exact information of the
numbers of the islanders should be obtained,
Two of the groups of highly trained guerrillas who
are stationed at BIPIG3MMA will be landed clendes-
Unfitly on the coast of 00MINO and will carry out
the necessary reconnaissanee without disclosing their
presence to the inhabitants.

They will be evacuated on the following night.
The whole operation will be carried out secretly

in order to prevent reports reaching 00Z0 freer the
fifth column in MALTA.

Sajnat.

Illemiletkelt4LUSEZ

The leaders of the two groups 11 assemble their men
at a point in ; INA BAY 3142 • Sy 2100 hours on the
25th Aug. both parties will be embarked on Ma.lf, Mo.
Under the following arrangements;
(a) The Maas will approach the pinpoint as silently

as possible and will anchor in the area of the
bay. itTA to be 2100, hours.

(b) Contact will be Ostablished between the captain
of the M.F.T. and D.S. by R/T using the code
names RAM and BULL respectively. Listening watch
will be kept by the *hare party from 2100 hours.
The two parties will be ferried out to the LYON,
under direction of the D.S.



&HAT
p	 have teen taken aboard the

hoisted inboard or Wood
astern and the LINT. will sail for COMO
The Captain at the M.Y.V. will assume eontrol
until the 'ressøl reaches the pinpoint.

•	 ;04 dina, 
The two parties will be landed separately at	 and

The L.Y.ir 	 8hould not approach closer than halt a aileand a
maximum of two ot her crow should go abhor* with each party to
ferry the boa .back to the parent croft.

When this has boon done the M.I.T. will withdrew Silently nd
anchor in any eonvonient bay until the following morning
ausgadjusatt

Mash of the two portion will carry out their reaonnai sauce
of the island at first light and will sign
information they have been able to collect.

APANPAr 

At 1400 hours the given situation will be temporarily suds-
ponded and both parties will Rs,.•openly at 300405 where boating
practice will take place until 1900 hours.

Arinfasu
At 2000 tiro the two portion will R.T. at the pinpoints that

hey have selected, that map references of which they will have
signalled to base during the day.

The parties will be ready to be evacuated between 2030 ars
and 2300 Ure.

gash party will show a coloured torch to seaward for three
seeonds every ten minutes after 2030.

The boat coming in to pick up the team will challenge with
the word RA= which must be answered with the words mum mxR.

bqati7q . 
This will be carried out under the direction of the D.S. A

red torch will be shone to seaward every five minutes artermid-
night to assist the MANI/.

Contact will be made on the Aft sets if possible.

PW;g8TAgTOP. 
1. The two parties of about 7 Atm will We completely equ

with awes, equipment and 2/T stations. Rations
carried for 48 hours.
Transport will be ready to move off at 1930 on 25th to
TANKINA BAY and will return there at 23,9 on 26th to. eelloot the teams,

Avery officer and man will carry moans of identification.

1411T*COAMPWATAAN0
As detailed on separate R/T orders.

Watches will be synchronised at 1930 on 25th aM at every WTcontact.

NEGEEI

back to base what
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1) SWARM
Location of units and formations, strength, type of arms;

fortifications, arias, ammunition and rations dumps. Maximum
information on Albanian Government aid to Greek bandits.

2) PP1PP,ftt

Strength, organization and type of arms of special
detaoments for use ugainet resistanoe bands. Their duties
in dealing with (a) resistance and (b) the civilian population.

3) lominsprrit pp4A044.P9AVVu.

Frequency and efficacy of road Checks. Observation of
transport bringing supplies to Greek bandits.

4) =nag:.
Political trends among the civilian population: attitude

towards (a) the Government and (b) the Realists.

5) MAIPPANwoRp, 

Movements of Commugists in remote mountain areas (indi-
cating Communist post-occupational plans).

$EC1115
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0010 14), 130 510v 
(a) Coast:

SE4L SWiIT

(b) Inland:

(1) Area betwean Mount cum and River 'MOMS.

(2) MALLOKASTSR area.

APP,44 74011:

(a) APIAPAPX;

(1) Particular attention to be paid to coastal
defame and fortifications.

(2) Military dispositions in VALOMA; types or
•XUS, whether artillery or intantry. Arms, ammunition
and rations dumps in MONA area.

( 10 ;VARAPPO:

Controls on roads VAIONA SARAN=
VALONA 'MUMS
VALONA FIXR.

stancs:

Whether or not resistance roapa exist. Strength,
politieal views etc,.
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(u Coset:

Yrom HUMS to	 MILO: Greek frontier as
far as KAKOVI•

(b) inland:

KURVELBSKN: VURO I DLIVIN'': KO IL.	•

129101.01-22111V
(a) MIII/itart:

Iliiitary strength in DALVIA1, BARAK& and
OMOKASTint. Second line of defence, if any.

(b) TnillasD
Attitude of the population towards (4) the
HUXHA Government and (b) the Greek Government.

Anaeovered:

KM0YR4, THPELENIt, DmorILLX ZkGoRIM
Greek frontier: KAKKVITA - URA PMRATTT	 T)

41,00.14"gPks:
Political trends among Oreek.-speaking population of
DHROPULLI end MOW:: also of the inhabitants of
GOINOKASTIM TOM (1011: the latter are reported to
be anti...Government-FT.--

SEOR



1s3KoVI4 40140W-4 * DANGULLI, OPAL,

Prt4,4*.7041M:
(a) ajjaux:

Personal roofs* of frontier 201010 between	 LICE
and MAMA= with special reference to Gra

ate in hiding.

(b) ?PAP!
o oontast bands believed to be operating

area: report on that poiltieal affiliations land
ganeral situmesten.

444 '0 ki4L4Wrotr,44:

rusita E.oapza, GORA, DZ1TOLL1, PWWWW, 14CKRA (
at AoXRA and GORA regular bands are said to have
fo•med).

sp. al tiOlc0:

( 4) POPILA43%;

Immediate eoutaot to be made with bands:
whether loaders ar still at large.

(b) TranSup;t:

Daily observation (if poss ble) of
roads -

tria PARA=
=RCN - KAPSTITIO
TIRANE - KOWA



1(b) $	 •t•

(a) Comp:

EPILJ4 to Ci&WAIT.

(b) 14ari4
TUURLIC4, *;44AAPAU, NAHIW‘	 T (BOAT area)

igpetal Teaks;

(a) 9114.1

R13901/4 area; number of wells in operation; number
of workers employed; when wells are expected to run dry;
number and armament of guards.

To roots whole SLBA6AN
to LIBRASUT, fortifications
and GRAgalI (believed to be
of local population towards
Communists.

•

area with special reiterates
along the TUgoalav frontier
a Communist	 - Attitude
(i) VERLACI and (ii) the

4,44.100.114,110000401V010.0.00.10


